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Scholar:		Normal	use	
}  What’s	in	Scholar?	

}  a	simple	way	to	broadly	search	through	scholarly	literature.	
From	one	place,	you	can	search	across	many	disciplines	and	
sources:	arHcles,	theses,	books,	abstracts	and	court	opinions,	
from	academic	publishers,	professional	socieHes,	online	
repositories,	universiHes	and	other	web	sites.		
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}  v	



Quick	start…	Finding	Scholar	
}  D’oh		
	
[	Google	Scholar	]		

}  Or…	Scholar.Google.com	



*	Try	it	out….		What	do	you	want	to	search	for?		

}  Search	for	your	favorite	scholarly	arHcle:	
}  suggesHon:		[	ecology	of	Yosemite	]		

}  And	now…	can	you	find	the	full-text	of	that	arHcle?		

}  Explore	a	bit:		

}  Note:		What	do	Scholar	hits	look	like?		
}  Note:		Can	you	find	a	topic	that	has	NO	Scholarly	literature?		

}  		



What	is	Google	Scholar?	
}  Indexes	the	scholarly	literature	
}  search	across	many	disciplines	
}  search	for	arHcles,	theses,	books,	abstracts,	court	
opinions	from:	
}  Academic	publishers,	professional	socieHes,	online	
repositories,	universiHes	and	other	web	sites	

}  Some	arHcles	are	linked	to	library	resources	if	you	work	on	
campus	(and	have	a	link	resolver)		



Coverage	
	
}  We	index	research	arHcles	and	abstracts	from	most	major	academic	publishers	and	repositories	worldwide,	

including	both	free	and	subscripHon	sources.	To	check	current	coverage	of	a	specific	source	in	Google	
Scholar,	search	for	a	sample	of	their	arHcle	Htles	in	quotes.	

}  While	we	try	to	be	comprehensive,	it	isn't	possible	to	guarantee	uninterrupted	coverage	of	any	parHcular	
source.	We	index	arHcles	from	sources	all	over	the	web	and	link	to	these	websites	in	our	search	results.	If	
one	of	these	websites	becomes	unavailable	to	our	search	robots	or	to	a	large	number	of	web	users,	we	
have	to	remove	it	from	Google	Scholar	unHl	it	becomes	available	again.	

	

}  That's	usually	because	we	index	many	of	these	papers	from	other	websites,	such	as	the	websites	of	their	
primary	publishers.	The	"site:"	operator	currently	only	searches	the	primary	version	of	each	paper.	

}  That	said,	the	best	way	to	check	coverage	of	a	specific	source	is	to	search	for	a	sample	of	their	papers	using	
the	Htle	of	the	paper.	

}  We	index	papers,	not	journals.	Scholar	also	covers	universiHes,	research	groups,	proteins,	seminal	
breakthroughs,	and	other	dimensions	that	are	of	interest	to	users.	All	such	quesHons	are	best	answered	by	
searching	for	a	staHsHcal	sample	of	papers	that	has	the	property	of	interest	-	journal,	author,	protein,	etc.	
Many	coverage	comparisons	are	available	if	you	search	for	[allinHtle:"google	scholar"],	but	some	of	them	
are	more	staHsHcally	valid	than	others.	



How	to	get	to	advanced	search…		

		



Search	inside	of	Scholar…		
}  No	parHal	string	match		

}  “consequence”	works,	but	doesn’t	match	to	“consequences”	
or	“consequen*”	
	

}  WHAT	THIS	MEANS:	Make	sure	your	spelling	is	correct	if	you	
quote!		
	

}  Spell-correcHon	on	full-alert			



Search	inside	of	Scholar…		
}  When	looking	for	a	Htle,	put	the	paper	Htle	in	quotes:		

}  “Surface	circulaHon	in	the	South	China	Sea”			



Scholar	operators:			author:			intitle:			
}  author:”d	knuth”	or	author:”Donald	E	Knuth”	

}  inHtle:decline			



Using	site:	operator	



Other	operators	

}  Minus	(to	exclude	terms)		

}  OR	(to	give	exact	synonyms)			



Sorting	Tips:	Date	vs.	Relevance	

}  You'll	oden	get	beeer	results	
if	you	search	only	recent	
arHcles,	but	sHll	sort	them	by	
relevance,	not	by	date.	E.g.,	
click	"Since	2013"	in	the	led	
sidebar	of	the	search	results	
page.	

}  To	see	the	absolutely	newest	
arHcles	first,	click	"Sort	by	
date"	in	the	sidebar.	



Ways	to	browse….		
1.	Use	Scholar	Alerts	
	
2.	Check	the	bell	when	it’s	red		
	
3.		Look	at	related	
	



Finding	recent	papers	
	
}  Your	search	results	are	normally	sorted	by	relevance,	not	
by	date.	To	find	newer	arHcles,	try	the	following	opHons	
in	the	led	sidebar:	

}  click	"Since	Year"	to	show	only	recently	published	papers,	
sorted	by	relevance;	

}  click	"Sort	by	date"	to	show	just	the	new	addiHons,	
sorted	by	date;	

}  click	the	envelope	icon	to	have	new	results	periodically	
delivered	by	email.	



Locating	the	full-text	of	an	article	
}  Abstracts	are	freely	available	for	most	of	the	arHcles.	Reading	
the	enHre	arHcle	may	require	a	subscripHon.	OpHons:	
	
}  click	a	link	labeled	[PDF]	to	the	right	of	the	search	result	
}  click	"All	versions"	under	the	search	result	and	check	out	the	

alternaHve	sources;	
}  click	"Related	arHcles"	or	"Cited	by"	under	the	search	result	to	

explore	similar	arHcles.	
}  If	you're	affiliated	with	a	university,	but	don't	see	links	such	as	

"FindIt@Harvard",	please	check	with	your	local	library	about	the	
best	way	to	access	their	online	subscripHons.	You	may	need	to	do	
search	from	a	computer	on	campus,	or	to	configure	your	browser	to	
use	a	library	proxy.	



Getting	better	answers:	1	
}  If	you're	new	to	the	subject,	it	may	be	helpful	to	pick	up	the	terminology	

from	secondary	sources.	E.g.,	a	Wikipedia	arHcle	for	"overweight"	might	
suggest	a	Scholar	search	for	"pediatric	hyperalimentaHon".	

}  If	the	search	results	are	too	specific	for	your	needs,	check	out	what	they're	
ciHng	in	their	"References"	secHons.	Referenced	works	are	oden	more	
general	in	nature.	

}  Similarly,	if	the	search	results	are	too	basic	for	you,	click	"Cited	by"	to	see	
newer	papers	that	referenced	them.	These	newer	papers	will	oden	be	
more	specific.	

}  Explore!	There's	rarely	a	single	answer	to	a	research	quesHon.	Click	
"Related	arHcles"	or	"Cited	by"	to	see	closely	related	work,	or	search	for	
author's	name	and	see	what	else	they	have	wrieen.	



Don’t	forget	the	suggestions!		
}  At	the	boeom	of	the	page		
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✺	Challenge:	Find	a	scholarly	paper	about	
Yellow	Fever…..	

}  Find…	a	paper	from	1823	about	Yellow	Fever…			

}  Learn	something	about	how	Yellow	Fever	invaded	Brooklyn	
Heights,	NY	during	the	last	great	yellow	fever	invasion.			
		

}  What	was	the	most	infected	part	of	Brooklyn	Heights?		
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Scholar now contains legal opinions as well 
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Change	type	here	



Legal	coverage	
}  Which	court	opinions	do	you	include?	

}  Currently,	Google	Scholar	allows	you	to	search	and	read	
published	opinions	of	US	state	appellate	and	supreme	court	
cases	since	1950,	US	federal	district,	appellate,	tax	and	
bankruptcy	courts	since	1923	and	US	Supreme	Court	cases	
since	1791.	In	addiHon,	it	includes	citaHons	for	cases	cited	by	
indexed	opinions	or	journal	arHcles	which	allows	you	to	find	
influenHal	cases	(usually	older	or	internaHonal)	which	are	not	
yet	online	or	publicly	available.	

}  Legal	opinions	in	Google	Scholar	are	provided	for	
informaHonal	purposes	only	and	should	not	be	relied	on	as	a	
subsHtute	for	legal	advice	from	a	licensed	lawyer.	Google	does	
not	warrant	that	the	informaHon	is	complete	or	accurate.	

	



Classic case law 
}  f 
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Select courts you want to search 
}  f 
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✺	Challenge…		
}  Can	you	find	the	Supreme	Court	decision	where	
corporaHons	were	granted	personhood-like	rights?		



Current	drawbacks	
}  	Lack	of	an	easy	way	to	look	for	important	legal	issues	in	a	
case	(Keycite	from	WestLaw)			

}  specific	issues	and	authoriHes	which	serve	as	the	basis	for	the	ruling,	
and	indexes	them	in	a	summary	at	the	start	of	the	case	

}  No	way	to	Shepardize	cases	
}  	Shepards	CitaHon	Service	is	aLexis	tool	which	enables	a	researcher	to	
quickly	determine	whether	or	not	a	case	is	sHll	good	law.		(manually	
review	each	of	the	results)	

}  Federal	case	law	goes	back	80	years	

}  State	case	law	goes	back	50	years	
28	



Finding experts:   
Scholar is also a handy source of email addresses & expertise 

}  f 
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Scholar	links	to	library:	WorldCat	
}  For	libraries	that	have	their	holdings	listed	in	OCLC's	
Open	WorldCat,	we	have	a	link	for	each	Google	Scholar	
book	result	that	leads	to	the	Open	WorldCat	database	
where	users	can	find	the	book	in	a	local	library.			

}  How	does	it	work?		
All	users	of	Google	Scholar	will	see	a	'Library	Search'	link	
for	book	results.	Clicking	on	this	link	will	direct	them	to	
the	WorldCat	system	which	will	allow	them	to	find	a	list	
of	nearby	libraries	that	have	the	desired	book.	
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Link	resolvers	
}  The	opHon	to	include	a	link	for	their	patrons	to	their	
resources	as	a	part	of	the	Google	Scholar	search	results.			

}  How	does	it	work?		
On-campus	users	at	parHcipaHng	schools	see	addiHonal	
links	in	Google	Scholar	search	results	which	give	access	to	
their	library's	resources.	These	links	lead	to	the	library's	
servers	which,	in	turn,	direct	them	to	the	full-text	of	the	
arHcle.		
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Searching	in	Scholar	
}  Example:		
[	coral	bleaching	]		
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Limit	by	site:	
}  f	
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Scholar	tricks	&	features	
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Advanced	Scholar	Search	
}  Have	to	do	a	search	first…		
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}  f	
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Author	search	
}  Author	search	is	one	of	the	most	effecHve	ways	to	find	a	specific	paper.	If	you	know	who	wrote	the	paper	

you're	looking	for,	you	can	simply	add	their	last	name	to	your	search	terms.	

For	example:	
The	search	[friedman	regression]	returns	papers	on	the	subject	of	regression	wrieen	by	people	named	
Friedman.	If	you	want	to	search	on	an	author's	full	name,	or	last	name	and	iniHals,	enter	the	name	in	
quotes:	["jh	friedman"].	
	When	a	word	is	both	a	person's	name	and	a	common	noun,	you	might	want	to	use	the	"author:"	operator.	
This	operator	only	affects	the	search	term	that	immediately	follows	it,	and	there	must	be	no	space	
between	"author:"	and	your	search	term.	

For	example:	
[author:flowers]	returns	papers	wrieen	by	people	with	the	name	Flowers,	whereas	[
flowers	-author:flowers]	returns	papers	about	flowers,	and	ignores	papers	wrieen	by	people	with	the	
name	Flowers	(a	minus	in	front	of	a	search	term	excludes	results	that	contain	this	search	term).	

	You	may	use	the	operator	with	an	author's	full	name	in	quotes	to	further	refine	your	search.	Try	to	use	
iniHals	rather	than	full	first	names,	because	some	sources	indexed	in	Google	Scholar	only	provide	the	
iniHals.	

For	example:		
To	find	papers	by	Donald	E.	Knuth,	you	could	try	[author:"d	knuth"],	[author:"de	knuth"],	or	
[author:"donald	e	knuth"].	
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Publication	restrict	
(This	opHon	is	only	available	on	the	Advanced	Scholar	Search	page.)	
A	publicaHon-restricted	search	only	returns	results	with	specific	words	from	a	specific	publicaHon.	

For	example:	
If	you	want	to	search	the	Journal	of	Finance	for	arHcles	about	mutual	funds,	you	might	start	like	this:	

							
	

Keep	in	mind,	however,	that	publicaHon-restricted	searches	may	be	incomplete.	Google	Scholar	gathers	
bibliographical	data	from	many	sources,	including	automaHcally	extracHng	it	from	text	and	citaHons.	This	
informaHon	may	be	incomplete	or	even	incorrect;	many	preprints,	for	instance,	don't	say	where	(or	even	
whether)	the	arHcle	was	ulHmately	published.	

In	general,	publicaHon-restricted	searches	are	effecHve	if	you're	certain	of	what	you're	looking	for,	but	they‘re	
oden	narrower	than	you	might	expect.	

For	instance:	
You	might	find	that	a	search	across	all	publicaHons	for	[mutual	funds]	gives	more	useful	results	than	a	
more	specific	search	for	"funds"	only	in	the	Journal	of	Finance.	

Finally,	bear	in	mind	that	one	journal	can	be	spelled	several	ways	(e.g.,	Journal	of	Biological	Chemistry	is	oden	
abbreviated	as	J	Biol	Chem),	so	you	may	need	to	try	several	spellings	of	a	given	publicaHon	in	order	to	get	
complete	search	results.	
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Advanced	search	in	Scholar	
}  Google	Scholar	also	supports	most	of	the	advanced	operators	in	Google	web	search:	

}  the	"+"	operator	makes	sure	your	results	include	common	words,	leeers	or	numbers	that	Google's	
search	technology	generally	ignores,	as	in	[+de	knuth]	

}  the	"-"	operator	excludes	all	results	that	include	this	search	term,	as	in	[flowers	-author:flowers]	

}  phrase	search	only	returns	results	that	include	this	exact	phrase,	as	in	["as	you	like	it"]	

}  the	"OR"	operator	returns	results	that	include	either	of	your	search	terms,	as	in	[stock	call	OR	put]	

}  the	"inUtle:"	operator	as	in	[inHtle:mars]	only	returns	results	that	include	your	search	term	in	the	
document's	Htle.	
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Scholar	preferences	
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Adding	Scholar	to	your	website	
}  hep://scholar.google.com/scholar/searchbox/	

}  Allows	Google	Scholar	searches	w/o	leaving	your	
academic	website		
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Scholar	now	contains	legal	opinions	as	well	

}  full	text	of	legal	opinions	issued	by	state	and	federal	courts	
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Change	type	here	



Demo	
}  f	
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Current	drawbacks	
}  	Lack	of	an	easy	way	to	look	for	important	legal	issues	in	a	
case	(Keycite	from	WestLaw)			

}  specific	issues	and	authoriHes	which	serve	as	the	basis	for	the	ruling,	
and	indexes	them	in	a	summary	at	the	start	of	the	case	

}  No	way	to	Shepardize	cases	
}  	Shepards	CitaHon	Service	is	aLexis	tool	which	enables	a	researcher	to	
quickly	determine	whether	or	not	a	case	is	sHll	good	law.		(manually	
review	each	of	the	results)	

}  Federal	case	law	goes	back	80	years	

}  State	case	law	goes	back	50	years	
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Scholar	Citations	
}  scholar.google.com/citaHons	

}  Example:	hep://scholar.google.com/citaHons?user=3iDBE-MAAAAJ&hl=en		

}  Example	(Feynman)	:	hep://scholar.google.com/citaHons?user=B7vSqZsAAAAJ&hl=en	
	

}  MY	CitaHons:	hep://scholar.google.com/citaHons?hl=en&user=g6Tz2QwAAAAJ				
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How	to	get	to	Scholar	ProTile	
}  f	
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}  f	
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Patents.Google.com		

}  USPTO	and	EU	
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}  Adv	
Search	
in		
Patents	
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Demo	
}  [	ininventor:brin	inassignee:google	]	
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Scholar:		“Just	scholarly	papers”…	but…	

}  ~1.8	million	papers	in	~28,000	journals		
}  What	fracHon	of	those	journals	are	“vampire”	journals?		
}  What	fracHon	of	those	arHcles	are	read?	

Example:		
The	InternaHonal	
	Journal	of	Advanced		
Computer	Technology	
		

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

hep://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2014/nov/25/journal-accepts-paper-requesHng-removal-from-mailing-list			
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end	
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